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Introduction. Among the finite factors the hyperfinite one is of 
main importance. A. Cannes has in a series of papers [1,2,3] 
done penetrating work on this von Neumann algebra, so it is by now 
ver:l well understood, even though smaller questions remain to be 
answered. One of them, which he asked me to look into, fuhow 
many conjugacy classes of involutory *-anti-automorphisms there 
are on the hyperfinite factord Since B(H) - the bounded operators 
on a complex Hilbert space H - has two conjugacy classes of in-
volutory *-anti-automorphisms, as follows from the classification 
of irreducible we~~ly closed Jordan algebras of self-adjoint ope-
rators on H, see [7,3], the same might be expected for the hyper-
finite factor. Hovvever, it will be shown in the present paper 
that the two classes collapse into one in the hyperfinite factor, 
so there is only one conjugacy class. 
The proof of the above result consists of showing that there 
is up to conjugacy a unique real von Neumann algebra which gene-
rates the hyperfinite factor. Let M denote the hyperfinite 
factor of type II1 , and let a be an involutory *-anti-automor-
phism of M.. Let rR = {x EM : o. (x) = x*}. Then rR. is a real 
von Neumann algebra, i.e. d< is a *-algebra over th2 reals 
which is weakly closed and satisfies 6<.n iO\ = [0} and R._ + i 0\ = M. 
The proof consists of showing that there is an increasing sequence 
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of real sub algebras rK n of tR. , with /Rn isomorphic to the real 
2n x 2n matrices, whose union is weakly dense in 6<. • Then ex. is 
the limit of the transpose maps on the 0< ' s In order to find n • 
this sequence oQ we will have to modify the proof of the funda-
n 
mental theorem of Cannes (3, Theorem 5.1], in which he gave several 
equivalent conditions for a II1-factor to be hyperfinite. In our 
proof the factor N in his theorem will be replaced by ~ , and 
the relevant operators will be in R rather than N. It will 
also be necessary to modify the results of McDuff [5] for our 
purposes and the classical result of Murray and von Neumann show-
ing the uniqueness of the hyperfinite factor [4, Ch. III, § 7, 
Theoreme 3]. Since a complete proof of all this will be too 
long we shall first prove the necessary lemmas needed, and from 
then on just indicate the modifications required in order to prove 
that the algebra ~ defined by ex. is hyperfinite. 
In a recent letter T. Giordano an.d V. Jones have informed me 
that they have also shown the uniqueness of the conjugacy classes 
of involutory *-anti-automorphisms of M9 their proof being quite 
different from mine. 
1. Real von Neumann al~ebras. 
Definition. Let cR. be a self-adjoint algebra over the reals 
consisting of bounded operators on a complex Hilbert space H. 
6< is said to be a re_al YQg_ Neumann algebra if R is weakly 
closed and lR_n i R = {0}, where i6< = {ix: x E ~}. 
By [8, Theorem 2 .. 4] if (}(_ is a real von Neumann algebra then 
the linear space cR + i cK is a von Neumann algebra. Throughout 
this section we denote this von Neumann algebra by N. 
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Lemma ~ o ~. Let x E (R and x = vi xl be the polar decomposition 
of x, with v a partial isometry on H with initial space suppx 
and final space range x o Then v E CR • 
Proof o Since v EN there are u, wE CR with v = u + iw, hence 
x = ulxl + iwlx! E (J( • Since cR n io:<.. == [0}, wlxl = o, and x = ulxl o 
Since llxsll = lllxl sll for s E H, u is an isometry when restricted 
to e = supp x , hence u *u >e. However e = supp x = v*v E (Q , so 
e = v*v = u*u+w*w+i(u*w-w*v) = u*u+w*w>u*u>e. Thus w''w = 0, 
and U = Vo 
Lemma ~.2. Suppose N has no type I portion. Then there exists 
a real von Neumann subalgebra of CR. containing ~ which is isomor-
phic to the real 2 x 2 matrices o 
Proof. As in the proof of [9, Lemma 2.12] there exist two ortho-
gonal projections e and f in 6Z with sum 1 and a symmetry 
s E CR such that e = sfs. Let v = (e-f)se. Then v E 6<_ and 
satisfies vv* = (e-f)ses(e-f) = f, v*v = es(e-f)2se = e. Thus 
e, f, v, v* form a complete set of matrix units for a r2-subfactor 
of N such that the real subalgebra they generate is contained 
in R and isomorphic to the real 2 x 2 matrices. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose N has a faithful normal semi-finite trace r, 
and let e and f be projections in ~ • Then we have: 
(~) if r(eh) = r(fb.) < cc for all central projections hEN then 
there exists a symmetry s E <R such that ses = f. 
(2) if there is a partial isometry v EN such that v*v = e, 
vv* = f, and there is a projection g E £R. with g _:: e· v f and 
r(g) < oo, then there is a symm~try t E 6<..., such that t(g-e)t = g-f .. 
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Proof. From the comparison theorem for JW-algebras [11,Theorem 10] 
there exist a central projection h E6<. and a symmetry s E rS<. 
such that s(eh)s.:_fh, s(f(1-h))s_::e(1-h). Since r(fh) = r(eh) = 
r(s(eh)s)..:: r(fh) < oo, sehs = fh since r is faithful. Similarly 
s(f(1-h))s = e(1-h). Adding we obtain ses = f, and (1) follows .. 
If v is a partial isometry in N such that v*v = e and 
vv* = f then r(eh) = 'l"(fh) for all central projections h in N .. 
The same identity holds for g- e and g- f, so by ( 1) there is 
a symmetry t E <Q such that t (g-e )t = g- f. Q.E.D. 
With (J( as above the map a : x + iy __, x* + iy*, x,y E 0<. , is an 
involutory *-anti-automorphism of N. If N is finite with a 
separating and cyclic vector then by [9, Theorem 3.8] there exists 
a conjugation J of H such that a(x) = Jx*J for x EN. Fur-
thermore if so is a separating and cyclic trace vector for N 
then the map J1 : x:s0 ... x* s0 extends to a conjugation of H such 
that J 1 N J 1 = N' , [ LJ-, Ch o I, § 6, Theoreme 2 J. 
Lemma 1 .. 4. Let ~0 be a separating and cyclic trace vector for 
and let J and J1 be the conjugations defined above. Let 
X = [ s E H : Js = g}.. Then we have: 
( 1) X=~ .. 0 
(2) 
( 3) if x,y E cR. and sEX then both xJyJs and xJ 1yJ 1 s 
belong to X .. 
(4) 
n 
x = ~ x.J~y.J~, and 
• ~ l I l I 
1=1 
N, 
A. E Sp(x) n JR. , then given e: > 0 
such that l!xs- A.sll < e:. 
there exists s Ef2- so ' II sll = 1' 
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Proof. Clearly ~ex. Conversely, let sEX and let (xn) 
be a sequence in N such that xn ~o _. ~. Then Jxn so-+ Js = s, 
so that i(xn + JxnJ) s0 _. s. Since x +Jx JEQ< n n ' (1) follows. 
If xE6< then J xs 1 0 = x*~ E 0 4( so. Thus JJ1xso = J 1xs0 
J 1Jxs0 , and since the linear span of CRs0 is dense in H, (2) 
follows. 
= 
Let x,y E {f.:!_ , sEx. By ( 1) J(xJyJ) s = JxJys = Jxys = xyE;. = 
xJyJS, so that xJyJ ~EX. To show that xJ1yJ1 sEX we may by ( 1) 





x wy* s = xJ yw* s 0 1 0 
Finally let x = ~xiJ1 yiJ1 be defined as in (4). By the 
second statement in ( 3) JxJ = x. If >.. and E: > 0 are as in ( 4) 
there is T1 E N s0 , II T'l\1 = 1 , such that 
Since Jx = xJ and >.. is real we also have 
Let e E [o, 2n) a.nd 
II XJT] - AJT'\11 < E:/-!2 
iEl T](8) = e Tlo Then the same inequalities hold 
for T'\(8) instead of T'\. Let 
Then 
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hence if we choose e so that Re ei28 C11,J11) > o, we have 
II s(e)ll ~hll11\l = 1/V'Z. Let ~· be this s(e). Then 1.::_11 s' II:: 1/v~, 
and s I EX since 1\1 + J~ EX for all ~ E H. Since also s' E N;o 
we have s' E ~ s 0 • Finally we have 
!lxs'- t..s'll = 1\(x- t..1)-H11(8) + J1'](8))ll 
< il!Cx- A.1)1l(8)JI +il!Cx- A.1)J1'](8)\\ 
< i e/v"""2 + i e;v2 = e/V'!. 
Since ll s'\1 ::_ 1/J7, (4) follows with s = 1! s' \j-1 s'. 
Remark 1 ._2. Let x E a< and x = u(x), xl be its polar decomposi-
tion with u(x) E 6<.. as in Lemma 1.1. Let '!" be a faithful normal 
semi-finite trace on N. Following Connes [3] we let Ea denote 
the characteristic function of the open interval (a,+ oo) when 
a> 0, and let ua(x) = u(x)Ea( 1xl ). Since by spectral theory 
Ea([x\) E GR , so does ua(x). Thus [3, Theorem 1.2.2] and its 
corollary [3, Corollary 1.2.3] hold for operators in ~ as well. 
We shall therefore refer to these two results freely. 
We let Aut N denote the automorphism group of N equipped 
with the topology of strong pointwise convergence. We let IntN 
denote the group of inner *-automorphisms of N and Int N its 
closure in AutN. It is quite easy to show that if a E IntN and 
a.( 6<._) = 6( , then there is a unitary u E ~ such that a = Ad u. 
We shall not need this result, but we will need its analogue for 
a E Int N. This follm1s from the folJ owing modification of 
[3, Theorem 3.1]. 
Theorem 1.6. Assume N is a factor of type II1 with separable 
predual and separating and cyclic trace vector s0 • Let 8 E Aut N 
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satisfy e ( CK) = (Q. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
( '1) e E Int N 
(2) There is an automorphism of the * C -algebra generated by N 
and N' which is e on N and the identity on N'. 
(3) For any unitaries u'1' 0 0 a' un E CR and e: > 0 there is s E tR s-0' 
llsll = 1, such tha·t; \18(uk)J1ukJ1 s-sll < e: for k = 1, ••• ,n. 
(4) There is a bounded sequence (xn) in <R not converging 
strongly to 0 such that xna- e(a)~ ... 0 strongly for 
all a EN. 
(5) There is a sequence (vn) of unitaries in 6<_ such that 
9 = lim Ad v in Aut N. 
n n 
The proof is a direct modification of that of Connes. The 
only part that requires an additional argument is that of (2) => (3). 
But in the proof of (b) => (c) in [3] the operator s construe-
ted is of the form I: xi J1yi J1' x.y. E (R 1 1 so Lemma 1.4 (4) 
provides the desired vector sE62s0 • 
2. Hyperfinite real factors. 
Definition. A real von Neumann algebra ~ is called a real factor 
if its center is the real scalar operators. 6< is said to be 
hyperfinite if there exists an increasing sequence Rn of finite 
real dimensionaljvon Neumann subalgebras Rn of R with 1 ERn 
such that n~1 Rn is weakly dense in O.Z • 
Our main result in the present section is that if dZ is a 
real factor and N = (..Z+ ilf< is the hyperfinite II1-factor, then 
6( is hyperfinite. We first show there is a unique real hyper~ 
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finite factor by proving the analogt:e of the classical result of 
Murray and von Neumann, which implies the uniqueness of the hyper-
finite II1-factor [4, Ch III, § 7, Theoreme 3]. Recall that if T 
...1. 
is a trace on a finite factor then llx11 2 = T(x*x) 2 • 
Theorem 2.1 o Let N be a factor of type II1 and R a real 
factor such that N = tfZ + i a:( • Then the following three condi-
tions are equivalent. 
(1) (-( is hyperfinite. 
(2) K is the weak closure of the union of an increasing sequence 
~ Rn ~ of real factors with 1 E Rn, such that Rn is isomorphic 
to the real 2n x 2n matrices .. 
(3) 6Z is countably generated, and given x1 , ••• ,xn E 1\ and 
e: > 0 there exist a finite dimensional real von Neumann sub-
k = 1, •• o, n. 
We indicate the proof by referring to the different lemmas in 
[4, Ch. III, § 7], which are used to prove [4, Ch. III, § 7, 
Theoreme 3]o 
Lemma 4 is just spectral theory, hence holds for 6( o Lemma 5 
uses polar decomposition, hence follows from Lemma 1.1. Lemma 6 
is identical, while Lemma 7 follows because of Lemma 1o3. The 
crucial part is the modification of Lemma 8. It is a consequence 
of the following observation, which is a direct consequence of 
[9, Theorem 3.7] and the classification of irreducible JW-alge-
bras in [7]. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let ~ be an irreducible real von Neumann algebra acting 
on the n-dimensional Hilbert space en 
' 
n < ro. Then there exists 
a conjugate linear isometry J on en such that JxJ = X for all 
xE <R_, and either J2 = 1 or J2 = -1. Furthermore if J2 = 1 
R is isomorphic to the real nxn matrices, and if J2 = -1 
then n is even and <R is isomorphic to the n/2 xn/2 matrices 
over the quaternions. 
As an immediate corollary we have 
Qs>rollary 2. 3. Let ~ 1 and rR 2 be irreducible real von Neumann 
algebras acting on the finite dimensional Hilbert spaces ~n'1 and 
.... n2 ~ respectively. Let Jk be the conjugate linear isometry on 
cnk associated with ~k as in Lemma 2.2, k = 1 ,2. Let IR1 0 CR. 2 
be the tensor product of a< 1 and <R 2 acting on C~ 0 r;;~2. Then 
the conjugate linear isometry associated with GR'1 0 t£2 is J 1 0 J 2 , 
hence we have: 
( 1) If 2 Jk = +1 or 2 Jk = -1 for both k = 1 ,2' then ~1 ® 0(2 
is isomorphic to the real n1n2 x n1n2 matrices. 
(2) If 2 +1 ancl J2 = -1, 2 and J2 = +1' then J1 = 2 or J1 = -1 2 
~1° ~2 is isomorphic to the n1n2/2 x n1n2/2 matrices 
over the quaternions. 
The modified version of Lemma 8 states that if ~ satisfies 
condition (3) in Theorem 2.1, and x1 , ••• ,x0 belong to a-< and 
e: > 0' then there exist a real subfactor 63 of CR isomorphic to 
the real 2kx2k matrices for some k and y..,, .... ,ymE6< such 
that \ly.- x.\12 < e: J J for j = 1, .... ,m .. By a modification of the 
proof of Lemma 8 there is real subfactor B of 0< isomorphic 
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to an irreducible real factor acting on the 2n-dimensional complex 
Hilbert space for some n having the required approximative proper-
ties. If B is isomorphic to the real 2n x 2n matrices we are 
tlLrough. If not, we can use Lemma 1.2 twice on the relative 
comm.utant of B in 6<. to find a real subfactor R4 of <R n B' 
isomorphic to the real 4 x 4 matrices. By Corollary 2. 3 R4 ~ Q ® Q, 
where Q denotes the guarternions represented as complex 2 x 2 
matrices. If we let 03 = B ® Q identified with a real sub factor 
of if.<. , then by Corollary 2. 3 GB is isomorphic to the real 2k x 2k 
matrices for some k.. Thus the modified Lemma 8 follows. 
As the proofs of Lemmas 9,10, 11 are trivially modified the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 is easily completed. 
We next modify· the results of McDuff [5] for our purposes. 
Let w be a free ultrafilter on the positive integers JN, and assume 
N is a factor of type II1 with trace T implemented by a sepa-
rating and cyclic trace vector s0 , and N = <R. + i ~ • Let ~N 
be the direct sum of a countable number of copies of N and simi-
larly define V~. Let 
:x> 
Iw = {(tk) E ~N : l~mlltkli 2 = O} 
Jw = {(rk)E'£6Z: limllrkll 2 = 0} 
co w 
Then I and J are maximal ideals in ::BN and CJ::i 6<.. respective-
w w co (±) 
ly, see [5J, and 28N/Iw = Nw is a factor of type II1 • Similarly 
let lR..w = ~!R /Jw.. Note that Iw = Jw + iJw. Indeed, let tk = 
rk + isk E 6( + i (R = N, k E JN, and ( tk) E Iw. 
jugation such that R = {x E N : x = JxJ} • 
hence so is ( tC tk + JtkJ)) = (rk). But then 
Let J be the con-
Then clearly (JtkJ) E Iw, 
(sk) = (-i(tk-rk)) E Iw, 
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i.eo (rk) and (sk) belong to Jw, and we have shown IwcJw+iJw. 
Since the converse inclusion is obvious the assertion follows. It 
follows that the sequence (tk) is w-central if and only if 
(rk) and (sk) are w-central sequences. 
Let ~ = {(tk) E§N: tk = t, kE :N}. Let p denote the canoni-
cal homomorphism of E9N onto Nw. Then by the above the canonical 
00 
map 
is injective since J,., = I n jj(R , and onto 
w W X 
c~ = Nw n p (N) I 
c~ = (Rw n p(fl') I' 
where C~ is considered as a subset of 
p (~ a< ) • Let nmv 
From the above 
is a von Neumann algebra generated by the real von Neumann algebra 
C~. Modifying the proof of Corollary to Lemma 7 in [5] we have 
from Lemma 1o2 the following. 
Lemma 2.4. If C~ is not commutative then there exists a real 
subfactor of C~ V>rhich is isomorphic to the real 2 x 2 matrices. 
Let CN denote the central sequences in N and HN the ~yper­
central sequences in N. Then we find as in [5, Theorem 3] the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose N is a factor of type II1 such that 
CN ~ HN. Then <R is isomorphic to R ® 6< , where R is the 
hyperfinite real factor. 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose N is the hyperfinite II1 factor. 
Then <R is isomorphic to R ® (R_. 
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We are now in position to prove the analogue of Connes• funda-
mental theorem on the hyperfinite II1-factor (3, Theorem 5 .. 1]. 
We assume N is the hyperfinite rr1-factor and want to show rR.. 
is hyperfinite. I follows from our arguments that all the seven 
conditions in ( 3, Theorem 5 .. 1] hold for f< with proper modifica-
tions. We first show the proper modification of Condition 6. 
Recall that ( , )HS ~esp. 1\ IIHs) denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt 
inner product (resp. norm) in B(H). 
Lemma 2.7. Assume N is the hyperfinite factor acting on the 
Hilbert space H and having a separating and cyclic trace vector S0 • 
Let r denote the trace, and let J denote the conjugation such 
that x = JxJ for x E 6(. Let 6<.. (H) = [x E B(H) : x = JxJ). Then 
if x1 , o •• ,xn E 0<. and e: > 0 there exists a nonzero finite dimen-
sional projection e ER (H) such that for all k = 1, ..... ,n, 
Proof. By (3, Theorem 5o1] there exists a state ~ on B(H) 
containing N in its centralizer B(H)~o Since N = JNJ, 
NcB(H)J~J' where J~J is the state J~(x) = ~(Jx*J). Let 
w = i(~ + JcpJ). Then w = JwJ, and N c B(H)w. The rest of the 
proof is now a modification of that of (7) => (6) in [3]. Let 
F = (u.). 1 be a finite set of unitaries in rR._, and let J J= ,.o.,p 
W be the set of all ( 1jl - 111 o Adu1 , 0 0 0 , $ - 111 o Adup-) for 1jl a normal 
state on B(H) such that 111 = J1jiJ. As in [3] the existence of w 
shows that (0, ••• ,0) E W, so for a suitably small n > 0 there is 
a normal state 1jl on B(H) such that 1jl = J111J and ll1\l-$ oAduk\1 <flo 
Let p be the unique Hilbert-Schmidt operator such that 1j1(x) = 
(xp,p)HS. Since 111=J111J, p=JpJE!R_(H) .. Since ukER, 
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pk = ~pu~ E6<(H), so by Remark 1.5 Ea(p) and Ea(pk) E(R(H). 
Thus e = Ea(p) as in Connes' proof is the required projection. 
Q.E.D. 
We next state the analogue of [3, Lemma 5.25]a Recall that 
R denotes the hyperfinite real factor. 
Lemma 2.8. Assume N is the hyperfinite II1 factor in standard 
representation. Then there exists for each free ultrafilter w 
on JN a normal isomorphism 9 of N ® N in the ul traproduct 
(N ® N)w carrying <R._® 6( into ( 6<. ® R )w such that 
(1) For each x E &{, e(x® 1) is represented by the sequence 
(x ® 1 )vEN'" 
(2) For each y E CR., 9(1 ® y) is represented by a sequence 
of the form ( 1 ® z ) E11\T , z E R. 
\) \) JL~ \) 
The proof consists of a modification of the proofs of lemmas 
5.17,5.22, and 5.25 in [3]. By Lemma 2.7 ~ satisfies the real 
analogue of Condition 6 in [3, Theorem 5.1], hence the real ana-
logue of [3, Lemma 5.17] is immediate, where the finite dimensional 
factor Q appearing in [3, Lemma 5.17] is replaced by a real factor 
isomorphic to the real r x r matrices for some r, and Q c lR. (H), 
cf. Lemma 2.7. [3, Lemma 5.22] is changed to the conclusion that 
there exists a normal homomorphism of R into Rw, thus the proof 
of [3, Lemma 5.25] gives the conclusions of Lemma 2.8. 
Theorem 2.9. Let N be the hyperfinite factor of type II1 • 
Let f<. be a real factor such that N = rR.. + i cR • Then 0<_ is 
hyperfinite. 
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Proof. We modify the proofs of 3) => 2) => 1) in the proof of 
[3, Theorem 5.1] and first prove the analogue of 3) => 2). Let 
e : N ® N _. (N®N)w be as in Lemma 2.8. Let x1 ,. o o ,xn E 6<. and e > 0. 
Since N is hyperfini te the symmetry cr : N ® N _. N ® N carrying 
y ® x onto y ® x belongs to Int N ® N.. Since clearly 
cr : LR.® 6<. _. <R.® ~ , an.d CR® <R. is a real von Neumann algebra gene-
rating N ® N, there exists by Theorem 1 o6 a unitary v E G< ® <R. 
such that 
k = 1, o. o ,n. 
As e preserves the L2-norm and is a *-homomorphism 
k = 1, ••• ,n. 
Let ~)vEEbe a representing sequence of unitary operators in 
~® :R for X = e(v) E ( ~ ® R )w. Let for each k, (z~)vE:N be 
a sequence of elements in R such that ( 1 ® z~) vEN represents 
8(1®xk), see Lemma 2.8. Then we have by the above inequality 
k = 1, ••• ,n, 
so for a sui table v E lii we have a unitary X E (K ® R and 
z1 , ••• , zn E R such that 
Since by Corollary 2.6 rR.. is isomorphic to 6<.® R a straight"'"'for-
.._.. 
ward modification of the proof of 2) => 1) in [3, Theorem 5.1] 
now shows that condition (3) in Theorem 2.1 is satisfied for ~ , 
hence d( is hyperfinite by that theorem. 
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Cor~llary 2o10. There is up to conjugacy a unique involutory 
*-anti-automorphism of the hyperfinite factor of type II1 • 
Proof. Let a. be an involutory *-anti-automorphism of the hyper-
finite factor N of type II1 • Let 0<. = (x EN : a (x*) = x}. Then (}<_ 
is a real factor such that O::Z+ i R = N, hence by Theorem 2.9 rf.<.. 
is hyperfinite. By Theorem 2.1 there is an increasing sequence 
of real subfactors (Rn) of <R such that 1 ERn' Rn is iso-
morphic to the real 2nx2n matrices, and U R 
n>1 n is weakly dense 
in R. If Mn = Rn + iRn then l"'n is a factor of type r2n such 
that if tn denotes the transpose map of Mn with respect to a 
basis such that Rn = {x E l"'n : tn (x*) = x}, then a.(x) = tn (x) 
for all x E Mn. Thus a. is the inductive limit of the transpose 
maps tn. Since any two involutory *-anti-automorphisms of N 
are thus obtained, and every *-automorphism of the union 
extends to one of N, [6], they are conjugate by a *-auto-
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